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Greetings fellow Widetrackers! 

What a great summer we have had! The weather has been nice and 
warm (sometimes a little too warm) but still great for cruising in our     
Pontiacs. It's even been good for those of us who also have Corvettes to 
cruise in.  

I have been experiencing some trouble with my 05 GTO's drive by wire 
system. It wants to go into safe mode. That saves me from roasting the 
tires, but a VW Beetle could beat it in a race. I took it in to Golling's, and 
after a couple of tries they solved the problem. I just wish I had driven it 
more when it was new. I would have saved some money because with 
only 10,000 miles on it, everything would have been under warranty. That 
shows that our cars need and want to be driven. 

There were a lot of cruise-ins and car shows to go to this summer. It 
seems like every day, there was something going on. We had a good 
number of members present at the Golling shows. That was great to see. 
I think we had six Widetrackers at the judged car show at Dixie Land Flea 
Market, and everybody won a trophy. That shows that we have nice cars! 

Just a quick reminder that our club elections are coming up, and all   
members are eligible to run for a position. Don't think you would be     
hurting anyone's feelings by running for an office because that is not the 
case. Membership participation is what makes a club great, so keep that 
in mind. 

It might seem early, but we have started on the design for the Christmas 
float, and it is looking great. There will be more information to come at the 
October meeting. Helpers are still needed for this project, and all are   

welcome. Also the Fall Color Tour and Poker Run 
is scheduled for October 13. Included in that will 
be a private tour of John McMullen's car           
collection. The sign-up sheet was passed around 
at our September meeting. If you missed 
the meeting and want to go, let me know soon. 
Hopefully Mother Nature will give us good weather 
for that. 

Sadly, there were a few deaths within our club 
family, and our thoughts and prayers go out 
to those families. You will be missed. 

Until the next time, I wish everybody safe travels 
and keep driving those Pontiacs. 

Arnold Boersma 
President 

President's column 2 



 

 

Widetrackers.org—Internet Cloud Platforms—Beware (Part III) 

This article is the seventh in a series of articles, and third 
and final regarding the subject of cloud platforms that I 
am writing for the Tracker explaining some common  
computer and internet terminology. These articles are 
intended as an introduction for those with a basic       
understanding and use of computers and the internet. 
 
One must be very cautious when using a cloud platform. 
The following is a list of items to be aware of: 
 
1. You must sign a Terms of Agreement policy dictated 

by the cloud provider. If you violate the terms in the 
agreement, the cloud provider can terminate your account immediately and 
you may lose access to everything you've uploaded to your cloud space. The 
cloud provider decides whether you violate the agreement and does not have 
to explain why. You have no means of appeal. You are completely at their 
mercy. 

2. Legal opinions vary as to who actually owns the data information on the cloud 
provider's equipment – you or the cloud provider. Although most cloud     
providers publicly state that the subscriber owns the data, this is an          
ambiguous legal situation that has not been tested in the courts.  

3. Cloud providers may hand over complete customer cloud accounts to law 
enforcement officers, WITHOUT A WARANT, and without your knowledge or 
approval. The cloud provider controls access to your account and if they 
deem they “own” the information in the account (as described in item #2 
above) they may allow third party access to your account. 

4. If the cloud platform is hacked, the Terms of Agreement probably does not 
hold the cloud provider liable. DropBox, a cloud provider, was hacked in 2014 
and 7 million usernames and passwords were stolen  This means that the 
hacker had complete access to those customer cloud accounts to read, edit, 
or destroy any document or photo they desired. If the owner stored 
usernames, passwords, and financial account numbers, then the hacker 
could also hack those accounts. DropBox claims that the hacking was not 
their fault, and instead, blames the breach on careless actions by the owners 
of the accounts to not protect their usernames and passwords properly.  

5. Of course, access to a cloud account must be through an internet connection. 
The higher the speed, the better the performance. If your internet access 
goes down, you cannot access your cloud account. Also, your username and 
password may be stolen if you access your account via a shared Wi-Fi. 
 

Despite these five very significant privacy and security issues, there are beneficial 
ways to use cloud platforms. Three of these are: 
 
1. File sharing – The use of sharing a link to stored documents, and especially 

photos, on a cloud platform is a very efficient and easy means for sharing 
these items. For example, at the 2017 Dust-Off I took 600 high quality photos 
(5-8Mb each). After transferring the photos from my camera to my PC, I   

(Continued on page 4) 
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uploaded them to our website associated Google Drive cloud platform.     
Uploading was relatively fast, and Google automatically loaded them into an 
album and assigned it an internet link. I posted that link to our website for 
member viewing. Another example is sharing large numbers of photos of 
vacations with family and friends. Emailing photos is restricted to five or six 
photos per email, but with a cloud sharing link, unlimited photos can be 
shared by using only a single link in the email. This is fast, efficient, and can 
handle large quantities. It also benefits the recipient of the email who doesn’t 
have to go through a laborious procedure of downloading individual photos.  

2. Data Storage – This feature can be used as a third alternate back-up to PCs. 
However, any document or photo should be of the type that if it is hacked, 
stolen, lost, or turned over to law enforcement, it is a “don’t care” situation. 
For example, storing photos of your pet is okay, but storing copies of your 
financial or income tax documents, I would highly recommend against. 

3. Opening email attachments – Email attachments are notorious for being the 
means to infect computers with viruses and malware. When you receive an 
email with an attachment you can (1) view it in your browser, (2) download it 
to your computer, (3) open it in your cloud platform, or (4) completely ignore 
it. The first two options may infect your computer. But opening it in your cloud 
platform removes any danger to your computer. Of course option (4) is     
failsafe.     

 
This ends the series of Internet and Computer Terminology articles for the    
Tracker. There were seven articles, “Apps”, “Internet Browsers”, “Internet Browser 
Extensions”, “Cookies”, “Cloud Platform A History”,”Cloud Platform Services”, and 
“Cloud Platforms – Beware”. 
 

Please send me any questions or topics you would like me to cover in a future 
edition to the club email (widetrackers@gmail.com).  

Widetrackers.org-Tips and Tricks 
(Continued) 
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Cool Man! 

By Bob Klauka 

 Since the invention of the internal combustion engine, regulating its     
temperature has been an important concern. The first single cylinder   
engines were air cooled. As long as the engine had air circulation around 
the cylinder and head, the temperature would stay within operating    
specifications. 

When an engine exceeds allowable operating temperatures (overheats), 
excessive wear and ultimate engine failure will occur. 

There is a limit to how much horsepower can be produced by a single 
cylinder engine (without it becoming too large to fit the application). 

Hence, multiple cylinders attached to each other (inline) were developed 
and allowed the engine to fit in a smaller space and produced more 
horsepower. The problem with inline cylinders is that the heat they       
produce is trapped in the block and creates an overheat condition. To 
compensate for this, fluid flow chambers were cast into the block around 
the cylinders. 

WHAT FLUID? 

In the early days, there were many fluids tested to try to take heat away 
from the engine. Glycerin, salt water, calcium chloride, alcohol, and other 
oils were all tried. You can imagine what very corrosive salt water would 
do the inside of a block! Or worse, what might happen if there was an  
alcohol leak and a spark were present! Kerosene was also tried, and it 
presented the same danger. (see http://theoldmotor.com/?p=150891 for 
more info) 

ETHYLENE GLYCOL 

Ethylene Glycol was invented in the 1850's for cooling steam engines. 
The boiling point of Ethylene Glycol is 387°F. Modern car engines don't 
need something with that high of a boiling point, so it's mixed with water 
to meet the needs of today's engines. 

BOILING & FREEZING POINTS 

Pure water, has a boiling point of 212°F (100°C) and a freezing point of 
32°F (0°C). However, when you create a 50/50 mixture using water and 
ethylene glycol, the boiling point rises to 223°F (106°C) and the freezing 
point lowers to -35°F (-37°C). When you take it one step further, creating 
a 30/70 mixture of water and ethylene glycol, the boiling point rises to 
235°F (113°C) and the freezing point lowers to -67°F (-55°C). ( see 
https://seeburgservicecenter.com/how-does-antifreeze-work/) 

The boiling and freezing points in this case are strictly subject to being in 
a SEALED system. Here's why: when most liquids are in a sealed system, 
the boiling point rises. If the system is not sealed, steam is created, which 

(Continued on page 6) 
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can over pressurize the system. We all know what happens in a radiator 
when it's over pressurized. Also, a sealed system is not subject to altitude 
changes which can change boiling points. 

PROPYLENE GLYCOL 

Propylene Glycol came about in the early 1990's for two reasons. One, it's 
less dangerous to the environment, and two, it helps protect aluminum 
components. 

Please note that the ratio of Propylene Glycol to water MUST be higher 
than Ethylene Glycol to water to do the same job. 

Here's a chart comparing Ethylene Glycol to Propylene Glycol: 

(See https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/ethylene-propylene-glycol-
d_904.html) 

 

 

(Continued on page 7) 
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Property Ethylene Glycol Propylene Glycol Comments 

Freezing Point 
Depression 

More Effective Less Effective More Propylene Glycol is 
needed to achieve the same 
freezing point 

Heat Transfer   
Efficiency/
Capability 

Better Less Good Ethylene Glycol has a   
superior heat transfer    
efficiency due to a lower 
viscosity, but  more fluid 
must circulate to remove the 
same amount of heat due to 
a  lower specific heat 

Viscosity Lower Higher Propylene  glycol increases 
major head loss in the   
systems. Pumps head  
increased 

Flammability Low Low  

Chemical Oxygen 
Demand 

Low Higher  

Biodegrading Degrades in 10-30 
days 

Needs more than 
30 days to degrade 

 

Carcinogen No No  

   (Continued next) 



 

 

KEEP YOUR COOL 

So, here are the rules: 

1. Try not to mix the two glycols unless it's an emergency and you have to 
add something to get home. Then flush and replace with one or the other. 
I see no difference from using either antifreeze in my engines. 

2. The cooling system MUST be sealed. 

3. Mix the antifreeze with water to the appropriate ratio. 

4. Try not to use anti-leak compounds. They can clog small passageways 
in the block and heater. If you have a leak, find it and kill it.  

Cool Man! 

(Continued) 
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Property Ethylene Glycol Propylene Glycol Comments 

Toxic High acute toxicity 
when taken orally 

Lower level of acute 
toxicity 

Targets the kidneys. Should 
never be used in any    
drinking water or food   
processing system 

Skin Irritant Low Low Propylene Glycol is used in 
small amounts in cosmetics 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harold Carter won three awards at the Michigan Widetrackers 2018      

Annual Dust-Off. He brought his beautiful 1912 Oakland and won Best of 

Show, Best of Class, and the Dust-Off Sponsorship Award. I spoke briefly 

with Harold at the Dust-Off, and recently talked with him by phone, which 

inspired me to write this article about Harold and his 1912 Oakland       

automobile. 

 

Harold, 71, is a life-long Michigander. Since 1980, he has lived in Clinton 

Township with his supportive wife Jan, his 1912 Oakland, and his 1912 

Maxwell Special. Harold spent ten years restoring the Maxwell which was 

almost destroyed in a fire.  

 

Harold first became an antique automobile enthusiast when he was in the 

4
th
 grade while living with his family in Glennie, Michigan. His school  

teacher announced that an antique car club was going to cruise through 

the small town one weekend. Harold asked his dad to take him, and they 

both enjoyed the car cruise. At that cruise, the young Harold vowed to one 

day own a beautiful antique automobile like the ones he saw. Some forty 

years later, in 1993, Harold fulfilled the promise he made to himself and 

purchased a 1912 Maxwell Special. After the Maxwell was involved in a 

fire, Harold purchased the 1912 Oakland 40 in 1996. 

Harold’s 1912 Oakland automobile has an interesting history. At one time 

the automobile was in a museum in Wisconsin. Harold purchased the 1912 

Oakland from a friend in 1996. Originally, the 1912 Oakland automobile 

trim and head-lamps were brass metal. However, in 1913 nickel plating 

became popular because brass required frequent polishing to keep it   

(Continued on page 9) 
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71-year old Harold Carter and 
his gorgeous 1912 Oakland 
from the 2018 Dust-Off. 

This car has been in cruises in 
24 states and even Canada! 



 

 

looking good while nickel did not require such maintenance. Harold      

believes that his 1912 Oakland’s original brass was nickel plated over 

from the factory to take advantage of the new technology of the day.  

However, through the years various owners removed the nickel plating 

and finally, all the beautiful brass metal is now exposed. 

Harold is a master mechanic and technical expert for the 1912 Oakland 

automobile. He is the Technical Chairman of the Midwest Brass and Gas 

Automobile Club. This is an international automobile club that was        

established in 1957. Interestingly, this was the very club that cruised 

through Glennie, Michigan when 4
th
 grade student, Harold, enjoyed the 

cruise with his dad. 

Harold firmly believes that antique automobiles should be DRIVEN! Harold 

has driven his 1912 Oakland automobile 70,000 miles since 1996.        

Although Harold believes in keeping his Oakland as original as possible, 

he does take advantage of some newer technologies to keep the car  

roadworthy so it can be driven frequently. For example, Harold has       

installed new John Deere valves, and new 1957 Buick pistons in the    

original Oakland 4-cylinder engine block. He has installed a dual spark 

ignition, a 1950’s carburetor, and converted the car to a 12-volt electrical 

system. Of course, Harold did all these modifications himself.  

Harold loves going on organized antique automobile tours with his 1912 

Oakland automobile, (the Dust-Off was the first car show that he attended 

in 15 years). Jan fully participates with Harold on the tours, acting as the 

all-important navigator. Harold participates in about three car tours a year, 

but, he has gone to as many as eleven in one year. His tours have taken 

him and his 1912 Oakland through 24 states and Canada, from            

Minnesota, to Arkansas, to Georgia, to New York, and to Nova Scotia. He, 

of course, trailers his 1912 Oakland automobile to a particular tour       

destination city, and then drives the automobile in the local region of the 

tour. A comfortable cruising speed for the 1912 Oakland is 37 mph. 

Harold’s antique automobile philosophy is:  

“Only automobiles manufactured in 1915 or before, qualify as antique   

automobiles. Any car built after 1915 is just a used car.” 

Harold Carter 

(Continued) 
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A Poem By Dennis Carol 
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It happens every year, I get this affliction, this fever, this disease. 

Its not your typical aliment where you sniffle, cough or sneeze. 

It’s worse because there is no cure, remedy, or prescription. 

What I have is truly beyond anyone’s comprehension. 

 

It happens every summer, when the winter’s cold turns to warm long days. 

I have this urge, this need, this want that I cannot seem to shake or faze. 

The only thing that seems to help me get past this bug is a suit case and a  
wallet full of cash 

And my trusty ol’ jalopy, that some say cannot make it - which I think is rather 
rash. 

 

This disease called the “open road” beckons me down endless trails 

To see the country in all it’s glory, the sounds, the sights, the wonderment I all 
inhale. 

It matters not if I am on Maui’s Hana Highway, or in the Florida Keys on U.S. 
One, 

The Carolinas’ Blueridge Parkway, or Montana’s Going to the Sun. 

 

I think the source of this disease comes from a damn travel brochure. 

For It is not the location, the miles I drive, or cost that I must always endure. 

It sparks my imagination, my curiosity, my need to go somewhere faraway. 

It forces me once more to hit the open road and find that particular getaway. 

 

In time, Anchorage to Valdez and Route 66 will be driven, photographed, and 
seen. 

Between each trip, my companion, the jalopy, I must faithfully wash and clean. 

For once I return home sated from each lovely, and event filled trip, 

I know the “open road” will call again next year – this permanent relationship. 



 

 

Widetrackers Drive-Thru 

(Well, We Are an Eating Club With a Car Habit...) 
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Whenever the Widetrackers get together, there 
is always food with fellowship. Our monthly     
pot-luck suppers are always an amazing sight to 
behold, and over the course of the night     
someone is bound to ask someone for a recipe. 
 
The Widetracker Drive-Thru is a chance for 
members to share some of their signature    
dishes with the group, and hopefully, you can 

find a new favourite among the offerings! 
 

Honey Rice Pudding (courtesy of Sheila Cushing) 
 
 3-3/4 c milk 
 1/2 c short-grain rice 
 2 Tbsp sugar 
 1 tsp vanilla extract 
 3 Tbsp honey, plus more for drizzling 
 Pinch of salt 
 
1. Bring 3-1/2 c milk, rice, sugar, vanilla and salt to a boil in a       

medium saucepan. Reduce heat and simmer, stirring often, until rice 

is tender and liquid has been  absorbed, about 20-25 min. 

 

2. Remove from heat. Stir in remaining 1/4 c milk and honey. Let 

stand for 5 min. Divide among four bowls and drizzle with more  

honey. 

 

Note: If you prefer, maple syrup can be substituted for the honey 
 

 

Got a great recipe you'd like to share? Just email it to us! 

Jenn Bartley at mikejennbartley@gmail.com 

Karen Cline at karencline@sbcglobal.net  



 

 

Busy trackers! 
12 

The summer brings a ton of events for the 
Widetrackers. It seems like there's     
something going on practically every day—
and as a club, we do a good job of getting 
out there and supporting these events! 
There are just too many to cover all of 
them, but here is a sampling of some of 
them!  

(Photos courtesy of Cindy Jahn) 
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Despite how busy the Widetrackers are in 
the summer, they do still take the time to 
come together, relax, and most importantly 
have fun with some good food and great 
people (and of course, the lovely Pontiacs!) 
The Trackers had their annual picnic on 
July 22, and then totally rocked Woodward 
Avenue for the Dream Cruise in August. 

Obviously, we like to keep busy!! ^_^ 

(Photos courtesy of Cindy Jahn) 

Summer daze! 
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1960 Pontiac Catalina Hardtop 

Nice but needs finishing, Has extra motor and trans. 

Asking $13, 000 

Call Jerry Liske  
(248) 969-2813 or (248) 421-2502 

1987 Fiero SE. Red 

4-cyl, 5-speed. New transmission 
and rear brakes. New wiring. A/C. 
Very nice looking car, sporty, and 
fun to drive. Runs great! 

$3000 

Contact Ed or Karen Cline 
(248) 978-6581  
karencline@sbcglobal.net 

FOR SALE 

1965 Tri Power. Professionally rebuilt carburetor. Ready to bolt on. Comes 
with  manifolds, gaslines, and intake. 

$1850 

Call Ken Orlowski  
(586) 243-5398 

FOR SALE 

(1) 205 75 14 with 1” white wall tire.  Excellent condition with very little 
tread wear. Replaced all 4 tires and this was an odd size.  Asking $75.  

Contact: Judy Vader 
(810) 624-4058 or jvader@centurytel.net 

FOR SALE: 

'67 GTO Ring and Pinion Carrier AXLE to AXLE 390 gear ratio, number 
matching '67 GTO. 

Came out of my '69 GTO. Not positive traction. Guaranteed. $300.00. 

Call Ken Vanniman 
(810) 664-2576 Lapeer 

FOR SALE 

Post-resto leftover parts sale. Mostly 1973-74 full-size Pontiac Parts. 
Cheap! Items located at my home. 

Contact: Steve Darling 
(248) 891-0687 

mailto:karencline@sbcglobal.net
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Do you have something you'd like to sell? Is it a completed car? Awesome. Is it some obscure 
resto part that you don't need anymore? Cool! No matter how big or small, all Widetracker 
members are allowed to advertise free in The Tracker. 

All you have to do is drop a line to Mike or Jenn Bartley either by email at            
mikejennbartley@gmail.com or by phone at (519) 337-8070 (we have voice mail) with the 
details (and pictures if you've got 'em!), and we'll make sure it gets put up for you! We're here 
to help. Use us! 

Selling HFT Gantry Crane, with dolly. Very Good Condition.  

$550 obo 

Also selling large rotisserie. Twin jacks. Did my GTO on it.  

$450 obo. Will also take parts as partial trade 

Contact Rick Lyons  
(248) 802-7078 

FOR SALE (via Judy Vader) 

1974 Pontiac Ventura with the GTO option. The original Pontiac 350      
engine has been replaced with a 1968 Pontiac 400 cu 350hp stock. It has a 
turbo 350 trans, bench seat auto shifter on column.  It was made in Van 
Neys, CA and spent most of its life in  Roswell, NM. Some rare options are 
power disc brakes, a/c, and tilt wheel. Runs good. Just had a new timing 
chain installed.  

Asking $15,000 

Contact Larry Lake 
(810) 614-9391 

FOR SALE: 

1962 GP, over the last two years I have added or replaced the dash,   
bucket seats, headliner, pkg tray, alternator, pwr steering pump, aluminum 
rad, relined 8 lug brakes and serpentine belt system. Engine is a 1974 400 
with heads from a 333hp 389, Edlebrock manifold and carb.  

Asking $24,500 and would consider a trade for a 67, 68 or 69 Firebird.   

Contact Tom Shubert 
(810) 922-9621 



 

 

TRACKER DISCLAIMER 

The Tracker is a bi-monthly publication of the Michigan Widetrackers Chapter 16 of Pontiac Oakland Club 
International (POCI). The articles, editorials and information contained in The Tracker come from a variety 
of sources and represent the views and opinions of the individual authors and are not necessarily those of 

the Widetrackers or any of its officers. While we attempt to print material that is accurate, we do not    
assume any responsibility for errors, omissions, inaccuracies or contrary interpretation of the subject  

matter herein. 

First, a bit of administration! We've switched our internet provider, and as such, we've had to 
switch our email address. We've changed it everywhere it's listed in the Tracker, but in case 
you missed it, here is our new email address: 
 

mikejennbartley@gmail.com 
 
We love you guys. No seriously we do...more than some family members of ours, even! You 
guys are like the strange family that we kinda wanted. Well, we still might not admit to it in 
public though. 
 
I have been working on cars and tinkering in the garage since I was about 16. I have had 
some accidents, but nothing really big. Small things like welding burns, small scratches, 
bumps on the head, and maybe I've dropped a beer or two. Small things, but nothing     
outstanding. That was until August 28th of this year. I was just making a cart to help make 
my and Jenn's trips to the auto wreckers a little more productive. It was collapsible, and had 
a small basket with some spots to tie off parts and tool boxes, and of course the most    
important part: cup holders. 
 
The weather was changing, and I got in a hurry to finish. I was using a grinder, and it bucked 
on me, bounced off the ground, and despite my cat-like reflexes, it bit into my shin.  
Two hours later, I had a fresh round of five stitches in my leg, and a better half who (I think) 
affectionately called me a dumbarse for doing something to causes her stress. I'm going to 
have a scar that looks like the Mark of Zorro, and for a while, the driveway looked like a 
murder scene. And the worst part, by trying to rush, the project remained uncompleted. 
 
Please be safe in the garage, take a first aid course, and ensure you have the necessities in 
the garage to stop a bleed out - or at least clean paper towels and painters tape to control 
the bleeding (shop towels good - toilet paper bad). Like I said we kinda like you guys. 
 
Also, Jenn and I are not really good at on the spot speeches, so here is a better one. Thank 
you for all of the recognition for the Tracker. But it wasn't just us. It's because of all the   
contributing members of the club, and the ideas that you have given us. Thank you for the 
trophy, too - it will have to go in our rec room - right next to Jenn's 2012 Chevellabration 
Women's Spark Plug Changing Champion one! (I say she was better than the guys, even!) 

 
Thank-you again. 
 
One last reminder: in case you hadn't heard, The Tracker 
is also available in an electronic format. If you'd prefer to 
receive it that way rather than get a printed hard copy 
mailed to you, just drop us an email, and we'll put you on 
the list. 
 
As always, keep it between the ditches (and may all your 
burnouts be smoky ones—bleach optional).  
 

 ~Mike and Jenn ♥  
 mikejennbartley@gmail.com 

Editors' Two Cents 
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Teeny Tidbits from the Widetracker World 
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At the club meeting on September 8, we gave thanks to a very    
special Widetracker. 

For the last decade or so, Jim Larson has        
tirelessly worked to make sure that the         
Widetrackers would have a place to hang their 
hats...er, park their cars during the Woodward 
Dream Cruise. It's been a tough job, coordinating 
with landowners, securing permissions, cutting 
the grass, going in early on the Friday to set up, 
taking care of the Saturday lunch... It's been a lot 
of work, a lot of behind the scenes planning, and 
for many of us, we go and have a great time, and 
don't think about how much time and effort Jim 
has put into making it all    

happen! 

To that end, the club recognized Jim, and his wife 
Elaine, for their service to the club, and for going 
above and beyond what was expected of any 
member. A special recognition award was       
presented, and was very much deserved. 

On a sadder note, Jim announced at the meeting 
that this year was his last year chairing the event, 
and after thanking everyone who has offered 
support in the past, said that he is stepping down. 
We think that Jim has definitely earned the right to just come to the 
Cruise, relax, and enjoy himself. Whoever steps up to take his place 
will have some mighty big shoes to fill - but, he or she will have a 
fantastic mentor to help them! 

Thank you, Jim, for everything you've done!  

With Deepest Condolences 

In sad news, on August 23, 2018, Widetracker member Phillip Goulding 
passed away. As part of the Widetracker family, we will all feel the loss from 
his passing, and know that he will be missed. At the request of the family, 
we are keeping the notice small and quiet. For those of you who knew him 
well, take a moment to silently remember him. With heartfelt condolences to 
his wife, Cassandra, for her loss. 



 

 

 The Last Laugh 
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A MATTER OF PERSPECTIVE 
 
Some of you may have been lying awake at night wondering why baby 
diapers have brand names like Luvs, Huggies and Pampers, while under-
garments for old people are called Depends. 
 
It goes like this: 
 
When babies poop their pants, people are still going to 'Luv'em', 'Hug'em' 
and 'Pamper'em'. When old people poop their pants, it 'Depends' on 
who's in the will! 

A CURIOUS TRUTH ABOUT AGEING 
 
If my body was a car, this is the time I would be thinking about trading it in for a 
newer model. I've got bumps and dents and scratches in my finish and my paint 
job is getting a little dull... 
 
My headlights are out of focus, and it's especially hard to see things up close.  
 
My traction is not as good as it once was. I slip and slide and skid and bump into 
things even in the best of weather.  
 
My whitewalls are stained with varicose veins.  
 
It takes me hours to reach my maximum speed. My fuel rate burns inefficiently.  
 
But here's the worst of it. 
 
Almost every time I sneeze, cough or sputter, either my radiator leaks or my   
exhaust backfires! 



 

 

 
 

The Last Laugh 
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IRISH KINDNESS 

Shortly after take-off on an outbound evening Aer Lingus flight from Dublin to   
Boston, the flight attendant nervously made the following announcement in her 
lovely Irish brogue: 

"Ladies and Gentlemen, I'm so very sorry, but it appears that there has been a 
terrible mix-up by our catering service. I don't know how it happened, but we have 
one hundred and three passengers on board, and unfortunately, we received only 
forty dinner meals. I truly apologize for this mistake and inconvenience." 

When the muttering had died down, she continued: 

"Anyone who is kind enough to give up their meal so that someone else may eat 
will receive free and unlimited drinks for the duration of our ten hour flight." 

Her next announcement came two hours later: 

"If anyone is hungry, we still have forty dinners available." 



 

 

Contact Tom or Marlyn 

Clees  

(248) 891-7809 

(248) 505-6953 

Or 

teclees1@aol.com 

Club Products for Sale 

A PSA From POCI 

Help us KEEP THE PONTIAC LEGACY ALIVE!  

If you are not yet a member of POCI and would like to 
check out our monthly magazine, Smoke Signals, please 
email or call the club office and we’ll mail you a complimentary copy 
and an application form to join up.  

POCI is the largest Pontiac club in the world! Our monthly magazine 
has great articles, you will get access to our technical advisors and 
the best classified ads (on-line and in our magazine) for Pontiac, 
Oakland and GMC vehicles and parts for sale and wanted.  

See more details on our website www.poci.org.Call 877-368-3454 or 
email pociworldhq@aol.com (say: Free Smoke Signals please! and 
include your name and mailing address).  

Paul Bergstrom 

POCI Club Office Manager  

Christmas is coming, so, why not consider some Widetracker apparel? The club can 
help you out! Just see Tom or Marlyn to place your order. Or, you can always bring in 
your own items to get the club logo put on them. You can have your items nicely  
embroidered, or silkscreened. It's a great way to show your Pontiac love, advertise the 
club and bring in new members! 
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NAMETAGS! 

Are you new? Do people keep asking you who you are? 
Do you need a nametag? New or replacement magnetic 
backed nametags can be ordered from Bill Coombe for a 
nominal cost of $10. We order the week before the 
monthly meeting, and you can either pick yours up 
there, or ask a friend to grab it for you if you can't 
attend in person. Sorry, but we don't send them 
through the post. (We'd hate to see them damaged!!) 

See him at the meetings, or contact him by phone at 586-293-0662 or via 
email at: bcgrandmarquis@gmail.com 

http://www.poci.org/
mailto:pociworldhq@aol.com


 

 

Oct 13 Fall Color Tour and Poker Run 
(incl. McMullen Tour) 

Times and Start Location 
TBA 

Oct 13 Club Meeting 
5:30p.m. 

Golling GMC 

Oct 31 Deadline for Applications for 
Executive Positions for 2019 

Contact D. Blakeley! 

Nov 10 Club Meeting 
5:30p.m. 

Golling GMC 

Nov 30 Holly Jolly Folly 
6:00p.m. 

Golling GMC 

Dec 1 Lake Orion Lighted Parade 
6:00p.m. 

Downtown Lake Orion 

Dec 8 Club Meeting 
5:30p.m. 

Golling GMC 

Jan 20 
2019 

Club Holiday Dinner Location and Times  
TBA 

VARIOUS Countless car shows and events See Widetrackers.org for specific 
times and info! 

As you can see, there are a TON of activities planned for the coming months! 
The club is always looking for new and exciting places to visit in addition to our 
favourite go-to's! If you’ve got an idea of somewhere we should see, pass your 
suggestions on to a member of the social committee—they'd love to hear from 
you. After all, the club is only as good as you want to make it! 
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New Members—
Welcome! 
Leo & Marge Brennan—Fenton 

Don & Maggie Courtley—Shelby Twp 

Thomas Joseph—Clarkston 

William & Shirley Kavanagh—Yale 

For those who don't know her, this is the lovely lady who takes care of all 
things paperwork for us! (We love you, Clarice! ♥ )   

Anyone needing membership packets, contact Clarice Humphrey at        
(248)628-4280 or email clarice.humphrey@yahoo.com .  

Reminder: Send Clarice your POCI number if you have one and it's not listed 
on the Members Vehicle List. Thanks! 

mailto:clarice.humphrey@yahoo.com


 

 

Michigan Widetrackers New Officers for 2018 

President   Vice President 

Arnold Boersma   Jerry Liske 

248-330-0209   248-969-2813 

arnoldgp99@aol.com  geraldliske@att.net 

Secretary   Treasurer 

Doug Blakeley   Dan Kane 

810-796-2044   248-396-6848 

dougblakeley5@aol.com  dandan13@comcast.net 

Director    Director 

Nancy Shinouskis   Wade Cleffman 

810-965-4810   810-2456032 

shinouskis@aol.com  carcrazywade@yahoo.com 

Director    Memberships 

Bob VanSickle    Clarice Humphrey 

810-338-1943   248-628-4280 

bpvan231@aol.com  clarice.humphrey@yahoo.com  

Tracker Editor    Web Master 

Jenn & Mike Bartley  Dave Bloch 

519-337-8070   810-653-8919  

mikejennbartley@gmail.com davidebloch@hotmail.com 

Clothing Sales   Nametags 

Tom & Marlyn Clees  Bill Coombe 

248-891-7809   586-293-0662 

teclees1@aol.com   bcgrandmarquis@gmail.com 

Activities Committee  

VanSickle, Boersma, Cleffman, Armstrong,   

Coombe, Humphrey, Long & Kokenos families  

 

www.widetrackers.org 

Club contacts 
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

MICHIGAN WIDETRACKERS 

PONTIAC OAKLAND CLUB INTERNATIONAL CHAPTER 16 

Benefits of Membership:   Local, National & International contacts, Smoke Signals, POCI  

    monthly magazine with tech restoration info & free Advertising. 

    Tracker Newsletter published bimonthly with events & meetings. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

  

Today’s Date:____________________ 

Primary Member________________________________Birth date:_______________ 

Spouse/Associate Member:________________________ Birth date:_______________ 

Children:     ________  _______ 

Address      Phone:_________________ 

City, State, Zip     E-mail:_________________ 

THE MICHIGAN WIDETRACKERS ENCOURAGE ALL MEMBERS TO JOIN THE 

PONTIAC OAKLAND CLUB INTERNATIONAL (POCI). APPLICATIONS ARE 

AVAILABLE ONLINE AT POCI.ORG - POCI #_______ 

 

Signature:       _______________ 

 Classic of Collector Car(s) Year Make Model #of Cylinders 

1.       _______________ 

2.      ______________________ 

3.       _______________ 

Widetracker club dues are $18.00 per year paid each May 1st. If joining for the first time, dues 

will be prorated at $1.50 per month. Please pay by cash or check made out to:  

MICHIGAN WIDETRACKERS.  

Return this application and dues to:  

  MICHIGAN WIDETRACKERS CHAPTER 16 OF POCI 

  c/o Clarice Humphrey 

  4993 E Harvard Ave, Clarkston MI, 48348 

New member____  Renewal____  

Shirt size ______ Spouse Shirt Size ______ 

Payment: Cash ____ Check #______ 

Contact the Widetrackers for a POCI application if needed 

www.widetrackers.org 
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